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Abstract

Working on a strati�ed sample of French and Italian �rms extracted from the EFIGE

dataset and matched to AMADEUS balance sheet data, we �rst apply a Laspeyres-type de-

composition of �rm-level price-cost margin (PCM) in order to distinguish �rms into four com-

petitive classes, according to the combined changes of their PCM and market shares over the

2000-2009 period. We then exploit the unique information available in the EFIGE dataset in

order to match �rm-speci�c characteristics (export and foreign status, multi-product, quality,

pricing strategy) to these di¤erent reactions of �rms to competitive shocks via a multinomial

logit model.
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1 Introduction

The e¤ect of trade liberalization on �rm performance has received widespread attention in the

literature over the last years, thanks to an increasing numbers of liberalization cases, progresses in

the underlying theories and the ability to test them through a growing availability of detailed �rm-

level data. Tybout and Westbrook (1995), for example, �nd that the Mexican trade liberalization

of 1984-1989 decreased average costs in most industries with the reduction in part attributed to

productivity gains. Another survey by Tybout (2003) explores the e¤ects of trade liberalization on

average price-cost margins, exports, �rm sizes, productivity and net entry dynamics in a number

of cases.

However, �new-new�trade models, which explicitly take into account a number of dimensions

according to which �rm are heterogeneous, yield a potentially richer set of competitive e¤ects

induced by trade exposure. In particular, Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) have combined the supply-

side features of the Melitz�s (2003) model of �rm heterogeneity with a demand system di¤erent

than the traditional CES demand function, thus adding the dimension of heterogeneous markups

in imperfect competition models of trade1 . A similar result has been obtained by Bernard, Eaton,

Jensen and Kortum (2003), who extended a Ricardian trade model in order to explain the evidence

of enormous plant-level heterogeneity in the exporting and productivity of US �rms.

Driven by the results of these models empirical studies have begun to exploit the availability of

micro-based datasets to test the e¤ect of trade liberalization on a broader set of �rm-performance

measures. Among others, Bernard, Jensen and Schott (2006) (henceforth BJS), use a plant level

panel from the Longitudinal Research Database of the US Census Bureau and analyze the e¤ect of

import penetration on the reallocation of US manufacturing �rms, �nding that exposure to imports

from low-wage countries a¤ects negatively plant survival and employment growth. Their evidence

also shows that skill and capital abundant �rms are two thirds less sensitive to such low-wage

country imports.

A further dimension of �rm heterogeneity has been explored by a number of recent studies

(Bernard et al., 2010; Mayer, Melitz, Ottaviano, 2009; Eckel and Neary, 2009; Iacovone and Ja-

vorcik, 2008; Baldwin and Gu, 2009), which have discussed theoretically and empirically how

multi-product �rms might react to international competition endogenously changing their product

mix towards their �core competence�products, characterized by lower costs and higher markups.

This adjustment may strengthen the impact on productivity of an increased exposure to interna-

tional trade but might yield an to a potentially anticompetitive outcome on the �rm and industry

average PCM .2 Again Bernard et al (2006) theoretically analyze the e¤ects of trade liberalization

for multi-product �rms, in a CES setting (i.e. with constant markups and thus no cannibalization

e¤ect). In their model, endogenous changes in the product mix choices are driven by a feature of

�xed costs of production which are allowed to vary with the product range of multi-product �rms;

however, they also �nd that trade liberalization will induce �rms to reduce the number/mass of

1 In their framework, monopolistically competitive �rms produce one variety of a single product with hetero-
geneous productivity levels; markups, rather than being driven exogenously by the distribution of �rms�marginal
costs, are endogenous over the di¤erent product varieties, depending among others on the �toughness�of competition
across countries or industries and hence on the exposure to international trade.

2Note that an increase in price-cost margins is not necessarily welfare-reducing, as long as the e¤ect is driven by
the reallocation of resources from ine¢ cient to e¢ cient �rms and, within �rms, from ine¢ cient to e¢ cient products:
the e¤ects on productivity are in fact not ambiguous.
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products they produce. Iacovone and Javorcik (2008) and Baldwin and Gu (2009) have found

empirical evidence of these e¤ects for the case, respectively, of Canadian and Mexican �rms under

NAFTA

Thus �rm�s heterogeneity may potentially re�ect into di¤erent possible endogenous reactions to

a tougher competitive environment. Moreover when analyzing the di¤erent strategic adjustment

a �rm can implement it is impossible to disregard the time dimension: reducing prices, shutting

a production line or upgrading the quality of the goods can be only feasible in the medium term.

Chen, Imbs and Scott (2009) focus precisely on the dynamic of adjustment to increased openness;

they use industry level data (aggregated at the Nace2 level) for a set of industries in seven European

countries. thanks to a di¤erence in di¤erence identi�cation strategy they �nd that international

di¤erences in sector level in�ation rates, productivity growth and markups are all ascribed to

international di¤erences in openness to trade, in line with the theoretical model of Melitz and

Ottaviano (2008). In particular, using an error correction model they disentangle long from short

run dynamics, �nding that pro-competitive e¤ects are most e¤ective in the short run, while in the

long run there is evidence that some e¤ects of trade liberalization may be reversed3 .

We contribute to the literature by bringing the analysis to the �rm level, exploring how the

dynamic of adjustment to competitive shocks interacts with the various form of �rm heterogeneity.

We do so combining data from AMADEUS database and a new survey on European �rms EFIGE

that allows us to control for detailed �rm characteristics. The paper takes a comparative perspec-

tive, in that it tests long vs short run e¤ects for �rms operating in two large European economies:

France and Italy.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the �rm-level data and discusses

our indicators of competition; Section 3 introduces the econometric model, Section 4 presents

our results on the relation between competitive pressure and price-cost margins, while Section 5

concludes.

2 Data Description

2.1 Data sources

The �rst source of data used in this study is the EFIGE survey collected within the project �EFIGE

� European Firms in a Global Economy: internal policies for external competitiveness�. This

survey, conducted during the year 2009, contains both qualitative and quantitative information on

a sample of 16,000 �rms covering 5 big European economies (Germany, France, Italy, Spain and

the UK) and two small ones (Austria and Hungary).

The objectives of the survey is to gather detailed information that together with the one

collected in traditional database can help in the investigation of the interactions between the

strategic decisions of European �rms determining their international competitiveness; their ability

to compete in foreign markets and their reliance on local as well as global production networks.

In this work EFIGE data have been complemented by �rm level data retrieved from the

AMADEUS database which collects balance sheet data and ownership data for more than 14 mil-

3The latter derives from an assumption in Chen, Imbs and Scott (2009) according to which �rms can respond
to increased competition by relocating to more protected markets overseas, as the fall in trade costs makes it more
viable to serve the domestic market through exports from there.
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lion of active �rms in 38 European countries (2010 version).The database, compiled and updated

by the consultancy �rm Bureau van Dijk, has the advantage of delivering updated and comparable

balance sheet information across industries and countries. Uniform inclusion criteria are ensured so

that absence in bias coverage is guaranteed. In terms of coverage of data, the AMADEUS database

includes overall about 170,000 Italian companies and 121,000 French companies operating in the

manufacturing sector each year.4

Information on trade �ows has been provided by the COMEXT database of Eurostat. Values of

imports and exports of the manufacturing sector were collected at a detailed product level according

to the CN 8-digit classi�cation used for custom purposes, for the period 2000-2007, considering the

trade �ows of Italy and France with the rest of the World. The data were then reclassi�ed at the

4-digit NACE rev. 1.1 level, using the relative correspondence tables provided by EUROSTAT.

Data on production in manufacturing were collected at NACE 4-digit level using EUROSTAT�s

structural business statistics.

An alternative source to retrieve information on production and trade �ows is the PRODCOM

database, always provided by EUROSTAT, which contains data on production, import and export

at the 8-digit product level. Although this database presents the data in a way immediately

convertible at the NACE level, it has severe missing data for production due to con�dentiality

problem biasing the measure at the industry level.

2.2 Variables de�nition

In terms of our dependent variable, our �rst proxy of competition is an empirical versions of the

Lerner Index. To this extent, two approaches are available in the literature, and both can be

directly used at the �rm-level of analysis, since they only need the availability of balance sheet

data. The basic one is a simple ratio between pro�ts and sales of a single �rm, as in the case

of Aghion et al. (2005) and Nickell (1996). A similar approach, suggested by Tybout (2003),

estimates the PCM at the �rm level by taking the di¤erence between production value and total

variable costs (employment plus material costs) divided by production value. This measure has

the same computational advantages, and will be used as our preferred measure.

As a result, starting from yearly balance sheet data the �rm-level PCM can be proxied as:

PCMit '
salesit � variable_costsit

salesit
=
(p � q)it � (c � q)it

(p � q)it
=
pit � cit
pit

(1)

for the �rm i at time t, where quantity is simpli�ed within the ratio, leaving in the expression unit

price p and unit variable cost c. The latter represents the sum of costs for materials and costs for

employees, therefore excluding the cost of capital that is considered as a �xed cost5 .

Import penetration index has then been constructed as:

impenzjt =
IMPzjt

IMPzjt + PRODjt � EXPzjt
(2)

where IMPzjt and EXPzjt are the total imports (exports) of France or Italy (z) in a 4-digit NACE

4See Appendix for a complete list of the industries included in the analysis.
5The theoretical PCM should take into account the unit marginal cost instead of the variable cost, but the former

is not available when considering yearly balance sheet data.
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Table 1: EFIGE dummy variables
Variable De�nition
group Firm belonging to a group
group foreign Firm belonging to a foreign group
group head Firm head of the group
SP Single product �rm
exporter The �rm has exported
regular exporter The �rm has exported regularly also in the past
quality certi�carion Firm that has a form of quality certi�cation
new quality certi�cation Firm went through a process of quality certi�cation during

2008
high quality Firm with a perceived quality above the median of the quality

declared by the other �rm in the sample
listed Company listed on a stock exchange
innovator Firm that has a positive part of its turnover from innovations
strong innovator Firms with more than 20% of its turnover from innovations
market innovator Firms profucing innovative goods that are considered innova-

tive in the relevant market

industry j in year t, while PRODzjt is the national output of industry j in year t.

To control for domestic competition we use the C4 index, which is de�ned as the sum of the 4

highest market shares in the industry, where market shares have been computed on sales:

C4 =

4X
J=1

sj

We complement our analysis by including a number of time-varying controls at the �rm level.

We include �rm size, sizeit, which is de�ned as the logarithm of the number of employees. Ad-

ditionally, we include the asset intensity of �rms, de�ned as the log of �xed assets per employee.

Moreover, in all the speci�cations we control productivity using labor productivity(value added

per employee).

As far as the various dimension of �rm heterogeneity are concerned we decide to focus on

characteristics that may have a direct impact on the dynamic adjustment strategies that can be

adopted to react to a international trade shock. Thus EFIGE survey is used to take into account the

a¢ liation of a company to a domestic or international group; the fact that it produces di¤erentiated

goods; its propensity for innovation and focus on quality and the export status.

2.3 Summary statistics

The initial analysis on sample composition reveals a prevalence of medium sized �rms; data on

�rms with less than 10 employees (that do not have an obligation to present the balance sheet and

have no representation in the EFIGE survey) are not available. In both countries the sample is very

diversi�ed and comprises a good share of exporting �rms, �rms that are a¢ liate to international

groups, and �rms that do innovation.

Moreover, since the focus of the paper is the evolution of the �rm�s pro�t margin in response

both to its strategic decisions and to competitive shocks we also include throughout the analysis

dummies that allows us to take into account the �rm�s pricing policy.
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Table 2: Size distribution - employment

FRA ITA FULL SAMPLE
employees Freq. Percent Cum. Freq. Percent Cum. Freq. Percent Cum.

<20 988 33.87 33.87 1,010 34.58 34.58 1,998 34.22 34.22
20-50 1,128 38.67 72.54 1,357 46.46 81.03 2,485 42.57 76.79
50-250 594 20.36 92.9 416 14.24 95.28 1,010 17.3 94.09
>250 207 7.1 100 138 4.72 100 345 5.91 100
Tot. 2,917 100 2,921 100 5,838 100

Table 3: Characteristics of the sample
FRA ITA FULL SAMPLE

Firm characteristic mean Std.
Dev.

mean Std.
Dev.

mean Std.
Dev.

% belonging to a group 34.5% 0.475 16.9% 0.375 26.6% 0.442
% belonging to a foreign group 12.2% 0.327 3.8% 0.191 8.4% 0.278
% head of the group 5.3% 0.224 3.0% 0.172 4.3% 0.203
% multiproduct �rms 19.6% 0.397 28.0% 0.449 23.4% 0.423
% innovators 40.4% 0.491 49.1% 0.500 44.3% 0.497
% listed �rms 2.6% 0.158 0.7% 0.083 1.7% 0.130
% regular exporter 41.7% 0.493 56.7% 0.495 48.5% 0.500
% quality certi�cation 52.8% 0.499 57.1% 0.495 54.7% 0.498
% high quality �rms 48.5% 0.500 50.7% 0.500 49.5% 0.500

Turning to a �rst level analysis of price cost margins and import penetration, looking at the

evolution of the two indexes in both countries, a trend is clearly identi�able in the period of interest.

At a �rst inspection it is evident at least a strong negative correlation between the two variables at

the aggregate level. This relation is not signi�cant if tested with a naive linear econometric model

exactly because of the heterogeneity of the sample: �rms with di¤erent characteristics have di¤erent

reaction to an increase of import penetration. In order to partially reduce the heterogeneity we

divide our sample in 5 classes according to the evolution of two performances measure -PCM

and Market size- that should be very responsive to the competitive environment have to face.

We exploit the idea embedded in the Laspeyres decomposition of the change in industry PCM

index: the aggregate e¤ect can be broke down in three components namely the within e¤ect (

changes in the �rms�PCM holding constant the market share) the reallocation e¤ect (changes in

the market shares holding constant the PCM), and the interaction e¤ect (product between the two

the market share and the PCM changes). Among the e¤ects the latter gives information about

the underlying market dynamics: a negative sign would show that PCMs and market shares are
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Table 4: Firms pricing behavior
How do you set your prices? FRA ITA

as a margin over total costs 1,163 40% 1247 43%
as a margin over variable costs 425 15% 393 13%
are �xed by the market 1,219 42% 1,061 36%
are regulated 45 2% 106 4%
other 65 2% 113 4%
Your price FRA ITA

is the same for all customers 449 15% 363 12%
depends on the volume 807 28% 1024 35%
is set case by case 1,587 54% 1,451 50%
other 74 3% 82 3%

moving in di¤erent directions, either because their activity is expanding thanks to a reduction

in PCM or because their importance in the sector is decreasing after an increase in the PCM; a

positive sign, instead, would hint at a non-standard e¤ect due to competitive pressures. Starting

from this intuition we compute the long run changes in the �rm level PCM and market share6

and classify the �rms into �ve categories according to the sign of the long run changes in the two

variables as shown in the following table

Table 5: Classi�cation criteria
pcm market share

protected + +/=
passive - -

competitive - +/=
niche + -
stable = =

The variable measuring the market size is dependent on the de�nition of the relevant market.

In order to have a robust classi�cation we constructed the �rm�s share both considering production

at Nace4-digit and at Nace 3-digit level, and we restricted our attention only to the �rm that were

in the same group according to both criteria (the �rms that are on the diagonal of the following

table)

The most populated roup consists of what have been named protected �rms. they are the ones

both PCM and market share increased during the years 2000-2007 hinting to possible favoured

position in their market that somehow shields them from international competition. The second

most numerous group consist of �rms that experienced a signi�cant7 average decrease in the PCM

and stable or increasing market share; we label those �rms competitive because they had to reduce

they pro�t margins in order to maintain their position in the market. The companies belonging to

the groups passive and niche make up only about the 4% of the sample and they include �rms who

saw their market share reduce while PCM deteriorate for the ones in the former group or expand

for the ones belonging to the latter group. Finally, around 9% of the sample comprises �rms that

overall did not have any signi�cant change in any of the two dimensions of PCM and market

size. In the rest of the paper we use this classi�cation to test, �rst, how speci�c characteristics

6Long run di¤erence is computed as the value of the variable attained at the end of the period minus the value
at the beginning of the period

7A variation is considered not signi�cally di¤erent from zero if it falls inside the con�dence interval 0� 1:96 �p
n
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Table 6: Classi�cation - comparison
NACE 4

protected passive competitive niche stable total
NACE 3 protected 3,258 0 0 20 0 3,278

58.39 0 0 0.36 0 58.75
passive 0 136 70 0 0 206

0 2.44 1.25 0 0 3.69
competitive 0 46 1,445 0 0 1,491

0 0.82 25.9 0 0 26.72
niche 35 0 0 70 0 105

0.63 0 0 1.25 0 1.88
stable 0 0 0 0 500 500

0 0 0 0 8.96 8.96
total 3,293 182 1,515 90 500 5,580

59.01 3.26 27.15 1.61 8.96 100

Table 7: Classi�cation - summary statistics
France Italy Full sample

protected 1,512 55.6% 1,746 64.9% 3,258 60.2%
passive 78 2.9% 58 2.2% 136 2.5%

competitive 824 30.3% 621 23.1% 1,445 26.7%
niche 33 1.2% 37 1.4% 70 1.3%
stable 270 9.9% 230 8.5% 500 9.2%
Total 2,717 100% 2,692 100% 5,409 100%

select �rms into di¤erent classes and, second, if the impact of domestic and foreign competition is

di¤erent for �rms belonging to a di¤erent group.

3 The Econometric Model

The aim of the present analysis is to investigate how international competition a¤ects the PCM

of �rms. Heterogeneity is extremely relevant in order to asses how �rms are going to respond to

a competitive shock, thus the �rst step of the econometric exercise consists in investigating how

�rms�characteristics are able to explain the "typology" of each �rm. This is obtained by means of

a multinomial logit estimator, where the di¤erent outcomes correspond to the di¤erent "classes"

of �rms as identi�ed above. To implement this exercise, we take advantage of the rich set of

informations available from the EFIGE questionnaire. Additionally, given our research question,

we expect that participation in any of the �ve classes depends also on the level of competitive

pressure faced from each �rm. Therefore, we estimate the following model:

classi = �0 + �1impenit + �2sizeit + �3lab_prodit + �4asset_intit (3)

+�5SPi + �6group_foreigni

+�7regular_exporteri + �7p_margin_over_costi

+�8p_pdetermined_by_mkti + �9p_regulatedi + �10italyi + "it

As explanatory variables in the �rs step, we adopt a number of controls which, in our opinion,
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help to explain the ability of each �rm to a¤ect its PCM. More precisely, we control for size (de�ned

in terms of employees), labour productivity, asset intensity, multi-product status, multinational

status, exporter status, and for each �rms�pricing behavior. More precisely, we control for �rms

which declared that their price is a margin over total or variable costs, �rms which a¢ rm that

their prices are determined by the market, and �nally �rms which declare to have regulated prices.

Finally, we include a set of industry dummies.

The marginal e¤ect on the impenit is going to tell us how higher levels of competitive pressure

from abroad a¤ect the probability of being a "dynamic" �rm, i.e. a �rm which has faced a change

in its market share and/or PCM, versus a "stable" one, that is to say a �rm which has almost a

constant market shares and price-cost margins over the 2001-2007 period.

As will be shown in the next section, the import penetration is indeed relevant in explaining

the competitive behavior of heterogenous �rms.

Thus, we focus our attention on the relationship between price-cost margin in particular and

import penetration.

Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) de�nes �rms�markup as the di¤erence between cost of the �rm

who is indi¤erent about remaining in the industry, cD and the single �rms�marginal cost, c:

�(c) = 1
2 (cD � c)

A tougher competition in the market implies a lower cuto¤ cD , and therefore lower markups

as well. Increased competition from abroad, either in the extreme form of moving from autarchy

to free trade, or in the more realistic option of an increase in import penetration, has the same

e¤ect on cD and on markups.

The applied literature has developed several alternative models to test the relationship between

import penetration and �rms�markups.

A �rst widely adopted approach relates levels of PCM with levels of import penetration, usually

lagged by one period:

PCMit = �impenit�1 + �i + "it (4)

Such a speci�cation, presented in equation (4), is generally enriched by the inclusion of �rm

�xed e¤ects, �i , which account for time invariant unobservables. The main limitation of this

approach is that it captures a "static" equilibrium relationship, ignoring changes in �rms�behavior,

and thus momentary deviations from the equilibrium.

An alternative approach focuses on the impact of changes in import penetration on changes of

price-cost margins (see equation (5)).

�PCMit = ��impenit + �i + "it (5)

This approach is thus able to investigate if changes in the competitive environment induce

changes in �rm�s PCMs. Notice however that such speci�cation is �awed in a direction opposite

to the previous one. Indeed, while equation (4) is not able to disentangle dynamic e¤ects induced

by import penetration, equation (5) is missing the static e¤ect induced by the level of import

penetration. Consider for example two countries, characterized by low import penetration, and

high import penetration, and assume that they are a¤ected by the same decrease in absolute

terms. While model (4) captures the di¤erence in levels, model (5) is not able to distinguish the
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two changes, and gives equal weight to them, irrespective from the level of import penetration.

A compromise is to estimate the impact that levels of the independent variable have on changes

of the dependent, as shown in equation (6):

�PCMit = �impenit�1 + �i + "it (6)

This model captures how import penetration induces changes in �rms� behavior. However,

it does not allow to distinguish between the short-run, almost contemporaneous reaction to a

shock, and the long-run static equilibrium relationship between �rms�PCM and the competitive

environment. In order to disentangle these two e¤ects, we present an econometric model which

combines theoretical predictions from the Melitz Ottaviano model and data characteristics which

can not be neglected (see more in next Section).

We build a model which identi�es how foreign competition a¤ect �rms�markups. We proxy

them by �rms�PCM, as this measure can be easily retrieved from balance sheet data. As data

on �rms�PCM suggest (see more in the next section), the price-cost margin of �rms shows a high

degree of persistence over time. Thus, we start from a simple model which considers PCM as a

function of its lagged value, and present and lagged value of the competition variable:

PCMit = �10impenit + �11impenit�1 + �PCMit�1 + �i + "it (7)

The short run e¤ect of import penetration is @PCMit

@impenit
= �10. In the long run we can con-

centrate on steady state relationships, thus imposing PCMit = PCMit�1 = PCMi; impenit =

impenit�1 = impeni. Thus, the long run e¤ect is:

PCMi =
�10 + �11
1� � impeni +

�i
1� � + �i

The advantage of this approach consists in the possibility of obtaining a rich set of information

from the data at hand, imposing a minimum structure on the variables. Indeed, we simply assume

that PCM is persistent over time (as will be shown after, this is a strong characteristic of the data,

and actually ignoring this aspect would yield a serious omitted variable bias), and that lagged as

well as contemporaneous values of the competition variable has an e¤ect on PCM, which seems a

rather innocuous hypothesis. Note that this method is in principle equivalent to the error correction

mechanism used by Chen, Imbs and Scott (2009).

A �rst step in our econometric exercise is thus to estimate equation (7) on our sample of �rms.

However, the inclusion of both the lags of the dependent variable PCMit�1 and the unobserved

panel e¤ects �i implies that, by construction, the latter are correlated with the lagged dependent

variables, making standard estimators inconsistent. To overcome this di¢ culty, we adopt a gener-

alized method of moments estimator. While we present the results using the Blundell and Bond

(1988) dynamic panel-data estimator, results are robust also using the less demanding Arellano

and Bond (1991) estimator.8 The Blundell and Bond estimator assumes no autocorrelation in the

idiosyncratic errors. Because the �rst di¤erence of i.i.d. idiosyncratic errors will be autocorrelated,

rejecting the null hypothesis of no serial correlation at order one in the �rst-di¤erenced errors does

not imply that the model is misspeci�ed. However, rejecting the null hypothesis at higher orders

8Results are not reported, but are available upon request.
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implies that the moment conditions are not valid. Therefore, for each speci�cation we check for

the order of lagged values to be included in the model, and we accordingly compute the long run

e¤ect of import penetration.9

As shown in the previous section, the sample of �rms at hand includes companies with opposite

performances in terms of market shares and PCMs over the 2001-2007 interval. It is thus interesting

to investigate how di¤erent types of �rms reacted to increases in import penetration over time.

However, we can not simply estimate equation (7) on the four categories identi�ed. Indeed,

whenever estimating the equation on a sub-sample of �rms, we are not ruling out the possibility

that the choice of �rms in the sample is endogenous, and a sample selection issue is present. We

need thus to correct for the selection bias: as the selection is not determined by a dummy variable,

as in the case of Heckman (1979) model, but by a categorical variable, we need to adopt a model

that accounts for this. Several models are available, and we follow Bourguignon, Fournier and

Gurgand (2007), which present a Monte Carlo experiment suggesting that among them the Dubin

and McFadden (1984) approach is to be preferred. Additionally, the authors show that a modi�ed

version of this model, which relaxes an assumption on the correlation of the error terms of the �rst

and second stage of the procedure, performs better.

We thus estimate as a �rst step of our procedure a multinomial logit model, which is essentially

equivalent to model (3), apart from the import penetration regressor which is now excluded to avoid

any possible collinearity between the residuals extracted from the �rst step, and the regressors in

the second.

We then retrieve the consistent estimators of conditional expected values of the residuals derived

from this multinomial logit model, and we include them as correction terms in the estimation of

equation (7).

4 Results

As a �rst step, we estimate the multinomial logit, to investigate how �rms�characteristics a¤ect

the probability of being a dynamic or stable �rms, where dynamic �rms are classi�ed into four

types.

Results are reported in Table 8

Coe¢ cients are not interpretable with this type of estimator, therefore we compute the marginal

e¤ects (Table 4). As for dummy variables the marginal e¤ect should be computed for the distinct

values of the variables, instead of the mean values, this would entail a large number of di¤erent

marginal e¤ects to discuss. Thus we present the marginl e¤ect at the mode for the dummy variables

(i.e. the value that occurs more often) and at the median for the continous variables.

In general the characteristics that are usually associaed to higher e¢ ciency, such as labor pro-

ductivity, size, the a¢ liation to a multinational group and export experience lower the probability

of being a �rm that experienced an increase both in margins and in market size during 2000-2007.

This somehow supports the hypothesis that what we named protected �rms are indeed companies

that on average thrieved because shielded from international competition. Links with foreign mar-

kets does not appear to help �rms to expand their margins or their market shares in this period

9The results are obtained with the two-step estimator, with Windmeijer (2005) WC-robust standard errors.
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of enanced competition. Indeed regular exporters and MNE seem the �rms that su¤ered most, as

those characteristics are associated with a positive probability of having a decreasing market share

or a decreasing PCM or both. As far as the pricing behavior is concerned �rms that declare to

choose the price as a markup over average or total costs are more likely to br found in the protected

group again fostering the intuition that those �rms operates in markets with some barriers that

protect them from competition.
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Table 8: Multinomial logit - Coe¢ cients

Coe¢ cient protected passive competitive niche

impen 0.172*** 0.454*** -0.0718 -0.0320
(0.0657) (0.112) (0.0719) (0.199)

size 0.128*** 0.580*** 0.182*** 0.555***
(0.0252) (0.0421) (0.0266) (0.0574)

labor productivity -0.0253 0.191*** 0.0606 0.934***
(0.0354) (0.0690) (0.0377) (0.0900)

asset intnsity 0.00218*** 0.00207*** 0.00155*** 0.000842
(0.000417) (0.000492) (0.000433) (0.000732)

single-product -0.176*** -0.0645 -0.106** -0.519***
(0.0474) (0.0945) (0.0507) (0.121)

group head -0.756*** -0.834*** -0.472*** -1.681***
(0.109) (0.220) (0.116) (0.397)

group 0.209*** -0.0568 -0.0257 -0.344*
(0.0678) (0.132) (0.0728) (0.185)

multinational group -0.298*** 0.521*** -0.0812 -0.0501
(0.0944) (0.149) (0.0997) (0.216)

regular exporter -0.0497 0.448*** 0.0775 1.046***
(0.0468) (0.0979) (0.0500) (0.151)

innovative 0.0899* -0.108 0.00915 -0.219
(0.0505) (0.110) (0.0539) (0.149)

listed -0.119 -2.243*** -0.155 -0.224
(0.160) (0.416) (0.168) (0.328)

pricing strategically 0.0842 0.0416 -0.228** -0.367
(0.0991) (0.201) (0.103) (0.251)

price determined by the market 0.0562 0.0327 -0.103 -0.263
(0.101) (0.203) (0.106) (0.255)

price regulated 0.351** 0.186 0.241 -14.87
(0.158) (0.280) (0.167) (589.3)

italy 0.182*** -0.110 -0.0154 -0.0244
(0.0494) (0.0976) (0.0526) (0.140)

Constant 0.893*** -4.779*** 0.171 -8.614***
(0.209) (0.416) (0.222) (0.572)

Observations 22047 22047 22047 22047

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 9: Multinomial logit - Marginal e¤ects
FRANCE

Prob(group)/Prob(stable) protected passive competitive niche

impen .0461691*** .0135398*** -.0478337*** -.0019023
(.0103481) (.0032641) (.0102597) (.0031494)

size -.0114423*** .0151206*** .0093092*** .00648***
(.0037993) (.0014181) (.0035606) (.0010315)

labor productivity -.0265107*** .0054389** .0096981* .0149035***
(.0054858) (.0021818) (.0052291) (.0020908)

asset intnsity .0002516*** .0000143 -.0000361 -.0000139
(.0000453) (9.89e-06) (.0000434) (.0000101)

single-product -.0218282*** .0025935 .0085466 -.0064189***
(.0073406) (.002931) (.0069805) (.0020071)

group head -.0849277*** -.0084163 .0359673** -.018037***
(.0184823) (.0069297) (.0173519) (.0064854)

group .0594442*** -.0049913 -.035889*** -.0070542**
(.0103118) (.0041145) (.0099701) (.003005)

multinational group -.0695938*** .0241925*** .0234002* .0014907
(.0142341) (.0042984) (.013452) (.0032256)

regular exporter -.0405865*** .0144357*** .0135429* .0165876***
(.0074267) (.0032635) (.0070615) (.0030048)

innovative .0244057*** -.0051996 -.0096801 -.0042218*
(.0081771) (.0034956) (.0077469) (.0023602)

listed .0359135 -.0733098*** .0129354 .0002549
(.0252872) (.0140897) (.0233634) (.004811)

pricing strategically .0589628*** .0030079 -.0612312*** -.0054127
(.0152997) (.0062695) (.0141442) (.0039025)

price determined by the market .0316576** .0016137 -.0301445** -.0041938
(.0156219) (.006345) (.0144044) (.0039624)

price regulated .1628395 .0113862 .0772452 -.2466324
(4.64153) (.5527151) (3.267701) (9.601375)

ITALY

Prob(group)/Prob(stable) proactive passive competitive niche

impen .0464688*** .0110272*** -.0455498*** -.0018215
(.0102666) (.0029435) (.0095582) (.0027924)

size -.010655*** .0126987*** .0094887*** .0059351***
(.0037738) (.0012069) (.0033655) (.0008696)

labor productivity -.026122*** .0047115*** .0104293** .0135683***
(.0054266) (.0017577) (.0049031) (.001434)

asset intnsity .0002521*** .0000106 -.0000458 -.0000132
(.0000455) (8.16e-06) (.0000407) (9.21e-06)

single-product -.0216976*** .0022731 .008952 -.0057403***
(.0072864) (.0024768) (.006603) (.0016915)

group head -.0852071*** -.0065901 .0368494** -.0161067***
(.0183445) (.0058134) (.0164252) (.0058005)

group .0589556*** -.0045126 -.03591*** -.0065611***
(.010228) (.0033941) (.0093336) (.0025636)

multinational group -.0683501*** .0205758*** .0255731** .0016009
(.0141607) (.0038412) (.0127633) (.002943)

regular exporter -.0397568*** .0123005*** .0149091** .0151534***
(.0073523) (.0025758) (.006615) (.002262)

innovative .0240883*** -.0044817 -.0102406 -.0038994*
(.0081113) (.0029329) (.0073202) (.0021292)

listed .0326693 -.0613729*** .0079437 -.0000522
(.0250429) (.0116706) (.0220347) (.0043599)

pricing strategically .0586745*** .0021545 -.0586888*** -.0050631
(.015178) (.0052602) (.0133079) (.0034947)

price determined by the market .0315142** .001155 -.0290362** -.0038822
(.0154998) (.0053212) (.0135776) (.0035416)

price regulated .1625533 .008257 .0605922 -.223468
(4.636393) (.4218725) (2.688125) (8.694812)
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Given our focus on the role of import penetration, in our preliminary analysis we discuss how

this measure of foreign competition a¤ects the probability of being in one group of our classi�ca-

tion. We especially focus on how �rms�characteristics interact and change the e¤ect of import

penetration. At this stage, we only consider three main dimention of �rm heterogeneity: innova-

tion, a¢ liation to a multinational group and export status. In Table 10 we present the marginal

e¤ect of import penetration computed at di¤erent values for the dummy variables associated with

the three characteristics.

Table 10: Import penetration marginal e¤ects

Protected Passive Competitive Niche

Innov=0 EX=0 MNE=0 0.0489*** 0.0095*** 0.0465*** 0.0007

Innov=0 EX=1 MNE=0 0.0462*** 0.0145*** 0.0481*** 0.002

Innov=0 EX=0 MNE=1 0.0433*** 0.0186*** 0.0486*** 0.0008

Innov=0 EX=1 MNE=1 0.0382*** 0.0275*** 0.0511*** 0.0022

Innov=1 EX=0 MNE=0 0.0495*** 0.008*** 0.0458*** 0.0006

Innov=1 EX=1 MNE=0 0.0474*** 0.0124*** 0.0476*** 0.0016

Innov=1 EX=0 MNE=1 0.0448*** 0.016*** 0.0479*** 0.0006

Innov=1 EX=1 MNE=1 0.0403*** 0.024*** 0.0504*** 0.0018

Protected Passive Competitive Niche

Innov=0 EX=0 MNE=0 0.049*** 0.0076*** 0.0444*** 0.0007

Innov=0 EX=1 MNE=0 0.0472*** 0.0117*** 0.0462*** 0.002

Innov=0 EX=0 MNE=1 0.045*** 0.0152*** 0.0467*** 0.0008

Innov=0 EX=1 MNE=1 0.0407*** 0.0228*** 0.049*** 0.0021

Innov=1 EX=0 MNE=0 0.0491*** 0.0064*** 0.0436*** 0.0006

Innov=1 EX=1 MNE=0 0.0478*** 0.01*** 0.0456*** 0.0016

Innov=1 EX=0 MNE=1 0.0461*** 0.013*** 0.0459*** 0.0006
Innov=1 EX=1 MNE=1 0.0424*** 0.0197*** 0.0483*** 0.0017

Caracteristics

Note: Marginal effects are computed at the median value for the continous variable labor
productivity, size, asset intensity, and at the mode for the dummies variable SP, group,
group_head, listed, p_over_cost, p_determined by themarket, p_regulated.

FRANCE Classification
Caracteristics

ITALY Classification

First of all, we observe that higher import penetration generally increases the probability of

being a �rm with increasing PCMs and increasing market shares rather than a stable one. The

same is true for �rms showing decreasing PCMs and decreasing market shares. This seemingly

contradictory results can be interpreted as foreign competition having a di¤erenciated e¤ect on

di¤erent �rms in di¤erent markets: more protected market registered high value of the index

but there some �rms protected by barriers managed to have increasing margins and expand their

market shares, while other "succumbed" to international competition. Finally, higher levels of

import penetration decrease the probability of being a �rm with lower PCM and increasing market

shares (i.e. a competitive �rm). In other words, �rms facing lower competition from abroad are

more likely to show increasing market shares and decreasing PCM rather than being simply stable.

As for the niche �rms, given the small number of �rms considered the results are not statistically

signi�cant.

The analysis of how the impact of foreign competition changes according to �rm characteristics

shows that there is indeed variation among the di¤erent types of �rms considered, but, in general,
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the magnitude of this variation is not big compared to the size of the marginal e¤ects. Comparing

the impact of import penetration for two exemplary types of �rms: on one side, fully internation-

alized and innovative ones. In a sense, top �rms, which are likely to show also higher levels of

productivity. On the other one, non innovative �rms, which do not export nor invest abroad. We

observe that the positive e¤ect of import penetration is di¤erent for the two prototype �rms. More

internationalized �rms, which show increasing PCM and market share (i.e. �rst group) present a

lower coe¢ cient for the import penetration variable. Thus, import penetration is less relevant in

determining their likelihood to be "proactive".

Consider now more internationalized �rms which are however showing decreasing PCMs and

market shares (i.e. passive): for these �rms, the competitive pressure is more likely to "push"

them in the passive category, rather than staying in the stable one, with respect to single product

�rms. In other word, while import penetration tends to push �rms in the passive category, this

e¤ect is stronger for �rms which are more directly facing international competition, on more than

one market.

Finally, we have observed that higher competition from abroad decreases the probability for a

�rm to show lower PCMs and higher market shares. This e¤ect is stronger for more internation-

alized �rms (again because they are more exposed to international competition).

Innovation instead seems to have a more limited and opposite e¤ect to internationalization as it

strenghten the marginal e¤ect of foreign competition pushing the �rms in the protected cathegory

and out of the passive one. This e¤ect hints at the possibility that one hand, innovative �rms,tbeing

on the thecnological frontier, are better equipped to face international competition. On the other

hand high invesments in innovation can be an e¤ective barrier even in highly open sectors.

This exercize suggests that �rm heterogeneity matters, and that import penetration has a

di¤erent e¤ect on speci�c types of �rms.

To further investigate the role of import penetration on PCMs only, we estimate the reduced

form relationship between the two. The simple speci�cations used to check the existence of the

procompetitive e¤ect of import penetration on PCM do not show any signi�cant and robust rela-

tions between the variables of interest. Two are the main reason that hinder the identi�cation of

the e¤ect of increased foreign competition and PCM: the high persistence of the PCM index and

the �rm heterogeneity that translates into di¤erent reactions by di¤erent type of �rms to the same

competitive shock.
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Table 11: Preliminary results
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
PCM PCM D.PCM D.PCM D.PCM D.PCM

L.Italy*impen 0.0008 0.0042
(0.00703) (0.00272)

L.impent-1 -0.000173 -0.000069 -0.001800 -0.00268**
(0.00197) (0.00207) (0.00112) (0.00127)

L.C4t-1 -0.00125 -0.0188 0.00513* 0.00529
(0.00773) (0.0163) (0.00271) (0.00393)

L.Italy*C4t-1 0.0239 -0.000718
(0.0185) (0.00544)

Italy 0.0093** 0.0034 0.00049 0.00027 -0.00076
(0.00372) (0.00563) (0.000694) (0.000722) (0.00141)

D.impen 0.000765 0.00128
(0.00208) (0.00215)

D.C4 -0.0076 -0.027*
(0.0104) (0.0155)

D.Italy*impen -0.0053
(0.00801)

D.italy*C4 0.0256
(0.0201)

Constant 0.314*** 0.318*** 0.00011 0.00036 -0.00036 -0.00003
(0.00312) (0.00437) (0.000496) (0.000347) (0.000823) (0.00102)

Observations 28621 28621 27739 27739 27817 27817
Number of �rms 4435 4435 4400 4400 4405 4405

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Indeed any econometric approach willing to disentangle the factors a¤ecting PCMs can not

abstract from the high persistence shown by price-cost margins over time. A simple OLS regression

of PCM on its lagged value, albeit being inconsistent due to serial correlation in the error term,

gives a stunning evidence: we obtain in France (and Italy, respectively) a beta equal to 0.81 (0.73),

with a t-statistic equal to 800 (511), and a R2 which jumps to 67% (55%). Using appropriate

econometric techniques, namely an Arellano Bond (1991) and Blundell Bond (1998) approach, we

indeed observe that �rst, second and third lags of the price-cost margin are highly signi�cant.

Results are reported in Table 12

Thus, this evidence implies that taking into account lagged values of the PCM is necessary in

order to provide sensible estimates of PCM behavior.

As the results from the multinonomial logit show the relevance of �rm heterogeneity in ex-

plaining the di¤erent impact of import penetration, we combine the two issues in one econometric

test.

As explained in the previous section, we �rst estimate the multinomial logit, excluding import

penetration among the regressors, and we retrieve the consistent estimators of conditional expected

values of the residuals which are then plugged in a GMM estimator, to control for sample selection.

Results are reported in Table 13

First of all we notice that the coe¢ cient attached to the correction terms are usually signi�cant.

This means that indeed the EFIGE characteristics do capture part of the selection process of

�rms into the di¤erent groups of our classi�cation. Unfortunately we cannot identify a strong
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Table 12: PCM - Persistence

FRANCE (OLS) (AB1) (AB2) (AB3) (BB1) (BB2) (B32)

L.PCM 0.787*** 0.263*** 0.209*** 0.206** 0.312*** 0.365*** 0.423***
(0.00433) (0.0372) (0.0578) (0.0886) (0.0354) (0.0453) (0.0470)

L2.PCM 0.0243 0.0297 0.0547** 0.106***
(0.0238) (0.0359) (0.0246) (0.0239)

L3.PCM 0.00860 0.0234
(0.0216) (0.0184)

Constant 0.0704*** 0.245*** 0.254*** 0.255*** 0.228*** 0.192*** 0.147***
(0.00155) (0.0124) (0.0249) (0.0454) (0.0117) (0.0207) (0.0242)

Observations 17857 15003 12339 9865 17857 15003 12339
Number of firms 2563 2454 2310 2664 2563 2454
Rsquared 0.649

ITALY (OLS) (AB1) (AB2) (AB3) (BB1) (BB2) (B32)

L.PCM 0.759*** 0.247*** 0.392*** 0.271*** 0.225*** 0.369*** 0.338***
(0.00486) (0.0438) (0.0533) (0.0497) (0.0336) (0.0319) (0.0279)

L2.PCM 0.151*** 0.120*** 0.167*** 0.158***
(0.0299) (0.0299) (0.0267) (0.0282)

L3.PCM 0.0348* 0.0586***
(0.0211) (0.0209)

Constant 0.0801*** 0.250*** 0.150*** 0.188*** 0.257*** 0.153*** 0.145***
(0.00177) (0.0145) (0.0254) (0.0279) (0.0111) (0.0175) (0.0195)

Observations 16453 13603 10855 8263 16453 13603 10855
Number of firms 2694 2586 2431 2722 2694 2586
Rsquared 0.597

Notes:Arellano Bond two step estimator in columns AB13. Arellano Bover Blundell Bond two step estimator in columns BB13.
Robust standard errors in parenthesis.
* significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, ***significant at 1%.

procompetitive e¤ect of increased import penetration on the �rms� PCM. We can see clearly,

tough, that the e¤ect of the index is di¤erent in the di¤erent groups: the sign of the coe¢ cient

changes going from positive in the protected group to negative in the passive group. Furthermore,

it seems that, �rms are grouped into classes and selection process is accounted for, the discrepancy

of reactions to import penetration in the two countries vanishes as the �rms of the same group

usually behave similarly regardless their nationality. Moreover we cannot �nd any signi�cant

reversal e¤ect between long and short run as the sign of the signi�cant coe¢ cients tend to be the

same in both horizons, hinting to possible linear dynamic of adjustment within group.
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Table 13: PCM Import Penetration- Long and short run e¤ect

(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)

PCMt1 0.295*** 0.292*** 0.139 0.152 0.539*** 0.536*** 0.0111 0.0001 0.207** 0.210***
(0.0457) (0.0454) (0.108) (0.109) (0.0630) (0.0628) (0.158) (0.142) (0.0818) (0.0808)

impent 0.00918 0.0502 0.00578 0.176** 0.00732
(0.00581) (0.0461) (0.00487) (0.0732) (0.0103)

FR impent 0.0112* 0.0588 0.00606 0.165 0.00284
(0.00578) (0.0590) (0.00491) (0.122) (0.00599)

IT impent 0.0147 0.0142 0.000978 0.161 0.0311
(0.0304) (0.0942) (0.0197) (0.182) (0.0221)

impent1 0.00277 0.0660 0.00674 0.0562 0.00794
(0.00504) (0.0417) (0.00413) (0.0774) (0.00955)

FR impent1 0.00133 0.0386 0.00410 0.0612 0.0108
(0.00511) (0.0402) (0.00413) (0.136) (0.00978)

IT impent1 0.0317 0.129 0.0322* 0.0442 0.000886
(0.0243) (0.110) (0.0169) (0.0827) (0.0185)

λ1 0.400 0.353 0.434 0.520 5.136*** 5.120*** 5.783 5.600 3.322** 3.418**
(0.848) (0.848) (4.376) (4.458) (1.539) (1.525) (11.58) (12.09) (1.413) (1.416)

λ2 0.0871 0.0816 0.582 0.552 2.298*** 2.296*** 4.605 4.190 2.932*** 2.981***
(0.488) (0.488) (1.672) (1.653) (0.561) (0.557) (5.093) (5.324) (0.652) (0.657)

λ3 1.306 1.253 5.900* 6.126* 0.256 0.225 4.176 3.345 3.356** 3.284*
(1.237) (1.224) (3.152) (3.143) (1.827) (1.790) (8.313) (6.817) (1.687) (1.682)

λ4 2.722*** 2.704*** 1.673 1.643 1.830*** 1.819*** 2.641 2.484 1.174** 1.195**
(0.400) (0.400) (1.928) (1.981) (0.702) (0.697) (4.788) (5.041) (0.580) (0.583)

λ5 0.0319** 0.0313** 0.310 0.325 0.235** 0.235** 1.095 1.026 0.438*** 0.439***
(0.0144) (0.0143) (0.454) (0.456) (0.109) (0.108) (1.229) (1.283) (0.118) (0.120)

italy 0.147* 0.142* 0.0496 0.0757 0.0521 0.0606 0.163 0.153 0.151 0.160
(0.0833) (0.0853) (0.192) (0.213) (0.147) (0.147) (0.424) (0.453) (0.218) (0.217)

constant 1.094 1.026 3.923 4.157 3.727** 3.699** 0.313 0.729 0.150 0.256
(1.194) (1.189) (3.070) (3.159) (1.901) (1.871) (9.486) (9.005) (1.569) (1.562)

LR impen 0.0170 0.1350* 0.0021 0.2295*  0.0193
(0.0105) (0.0758) (0.0108) (0.1277) (0.0137)

LR FR impen 0.2396 0.1149 0.0042 0.2261 0.0101
(0.05423) (0.0882) (0.0111) (0.1954) (0.0127)

LR IT impen  0.0177*  0.1688  0.0672  0.2050  0.0382
(0.105) (0.1916) (0.0532) (0.2476) (0.0346)

Observations 9074 9074 628 628 5693 5693 294 294 2354 2354
Number of firms 2470 2470 107 107 1087 1087 52 52 436 436
Number of instruments 35 37 35 37 35 37 35 37 35 37

niche stable
PCM

Short
Run

Long
Run

protected passive competitive
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5 Conclusions

Our results suggest that while import penetration seems to a¤ect the joint behavior of PCMs and

market shares, when we look at PCM only the relationship is weekly signi�cant. However we

�nd evidence that the reaction of the PCM strongly depends on �rms�characteristics that guide

the selection process of the �rm into di¤erent groups. Not only �rms with di¤erent attributes

respond di¤erently to the same shock but also the timing of the reaction changes across groups.

We plan to explore further this �nding including also speci�c characteristics in the second stage

equation to see whether those characteristics, beside in�uencing the selection into groups, can

also explain di¤erent behaviors within each class. Moreover it could be interesting to enrich the

analysis including some variable controlling for of domestic competition to see if we can compare

the domestic market forces with our instrument of foreign competition. Finally we will enlarge our

study inspecting more closely the role of changes in market share. Firms are grouped according to

both the dimensions of the change in pro�t margins and in market shares but, in the second part

of the analysis, only the impact on PCM (even if we �lter by the selection process) is considered.

Constructing a synthetic measure of the competitive position of the �rm encompassing both the

dimension of the price and of the market share could improve our analysis of �rms�reactions to

competition.
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